NTGM Jan Frank Workshop, September 15
Stiitching with a Needle and Thread
OUTLINE STITCHES

Then, as we tried Spot and
Seeding Stitching, Jan discussed needles and threads
and the “hated” twist.
Moving on to the Chain and
Fly Stitch, while Jan talked
about “starting” and
“stopping” your stitching.
A little Couching and the
French Knot came next.

Jan shared with us her obvious
love of embroidery and her
vast store of knowledge
about the art of decorating
with stitches. The time went
so fast but we all learned
a lot about the how’s and
why’s of embroidery.
OUTLINE EMBROIDERY STITCHES

We started the day with
the Basic Running Stitch.
While we were quietly stitching
along, following her detailed
handout, Jan gave us her
introduction and a review
of her generous kit.

Next we re-acquainted
ourselves with the Basic
Straight Stitches; while Jan
talked about hoops vs. hands
and sew vs. stab. And about
different fabrics.
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Then we finished the day
with a few more fancier
stitches as Jan came around
to answer our questions and
give mini demos.

More of Jan’s “samplers”.
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These are just some of Jan’s
beautiful embroidery works.
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Crowd
favorite...
subtle and
beautiful.
Embroidery
as an
art form.

Jan Frank September Workshop
Student Comments and Doodles
From Karen Schaefer,
What I got
from the
workshop:
Jan is a wealth
of embroidery
knowledge and
experience,
which she shared with us
most generously. Her class
was less about learning and
practicing different stitches
(e.g., a sampler), and more
about understanding the
critical ‘ingredients’ of creating
quality needlework… and
for that difference, I’m very
grateful!
I’ve embroidered since I was
6 and have many stitchreference books; Jan taught
me many essential aspects of
quality stitching that aren’t in
those references. She provided
a deeper understanding of
key principles behind two
critical aspects of stitching:
selecting materials (threads,
fabrics) and tools (needles,
hoops). Then she taught very
useful techniques for creating
needlework with quality—
from threading needles to
making “clean stops”, those
critical ‘must-do’es’ every
single time we stitch. (I’m
already using Jan’s technique
tips as well as tips shared by
others in the class, such as
quarter-twist’ing my needle.)

Jan also brought in her favorite
reference books to peruse
(several of which I purchased).
I’m glad we spent the time
we did on her chosen topics.
The knowledge Jan shared
is not something you’ll easily
find in one book or YouTube
video. It’s gathered over a
lifetime of study, trial and
error, and success. Thank you
for this excellent opportunity!

FROM Joan Koelsch:
Karen said it
very well.
I embroidered
too when I was
very young
and a little
since then,
but Jan’s workshop made
me remember just how much
I enjoy embroidering.

From Claudia Scroggins,
My takeaway from
Jan’s class:
The embroidery
workshop was
the best intensive
review together
with tips plus a wealth of
information from someone
who could address trial and
error issues so we wouldn’t
have to.
My embroidery ‘doodle’, as
Jan called it, is attached.
Shown: running stitch, chain,
herringbone and french knots.
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From Marilyn Prucka,
workshop
was grand:
Jan was so
well-prepared
and really
covered a broad
range of topics.
I learned several new things.
The handout and supplies
and resource suggestions
and years of knowledge all
pluses. It was nice not to
have to bring my whole studio.
LOL And the setting felt pretty
covid safe. And wonderful to
see so many familiar faces
and meet new ones. A beautiful
day for me. I’m now even
more inspired. I’m so glad
that I joined NTGM.
This is running stitch playing.
Using perle cotton, cotton
floss, valdani cotton. Backing
cloth is linen cotton blend,
the applique is silk handdyed
with walnut hulls.

From Darcy Lewis,
I rediscovered
that I enjoy this
and I plan to
start more
embroidery
projects for my
own pleasure.
The kit was nice too. Jan was
generous with her time,
materials, and knowledge.

From Judy Loyd,
It was fun
rediscovering
the world of
embroidery
thorugh Jan’s
eyes. I’ve kinda
maintained
my knowledge of basic stitches,
but am look forward to
perfecting my technique.
I will never be a NEAT
stitcher... I’m more free-form.
Really loved how Jan
incorporated embroidery as
an art element.
This is my crazy doodle.

From Sue Reynolds,
Enjoyed the
class with
a very
knowledgeable
teacher.
JOIN NOW!

EXPLORING
HAND EMBROIDERY
with Jan Frank

Four-Week Study Group
Saturday, Oct 16, 23, 30,
Nov 6 10am-12pm.
Doors open at 9:30am
Open to 12 NTGM members
$60 No kit fee

STITCHING AWAY: Cheri Skomra, Audrey Robinson, Karen Schaefer,
Lynn McCabe, Sandy Aasgaar, Marge Kluka, Sue Reynolds, Darcy Lewis,
Jan Frank, Judy Loyd, Suzanne Johnson, Claudia Scroggins, Marilyn Prucka,
Joan Koelsch, Kathy Shuller and Sharon McKenna.

